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Dear Clients:
We are pleased to prov ide you with a performance report for the final quarter of
2017 and a summary of portfolio changes .
In the fourth quarter, the S&P 500 posted its best three-month total return of the
year, rising 6 .6% and extend ing the rally in stocks . For the full yea r, the S&P
jumped 21.8% and has now risen every yea r since the 2008 financial crisis . CK
Advisors had a respectab le fourth quarter as our equity composite rose 4.4%
after fees and was up 18.7% for the year . As we have pointed out for many
quarters, our conservative cash position (around 17% for our composite
accounts) has been an anchor on results . On a more positive note, our stock
picking has been decent ove r the last quarter and year, especially considering
how poorly value stocks have performed .
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Earlier this month you should have received a statement of your individual
account performance and management fees. Your investment performance may
vary from our equity compos ite for a variety of reasons. For example, accounts
opened in the last two years may have more cash , as we felt it imprudent to
chase some stocks that had performed exceedingly well.
Returns for balanced account clients reflect a blend of equity and fixed income
returns. On the fixed income side we have maintained a defensive posture with
a heavy weighting in short duration bonds. This posture ironically caused a
modest drag on balanced account performance since short -term interest rates
moved up much more than long-term rates . We still believe this defensive
stance will payoff, and has helped relative fixed income performance in January.
The near-term outlook for the stock market has improved. Although clients may
find some elements of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act distasteful , from a corp orate
standpoint tax reform is a clear winner. Most mid and large-sized public
companies will realize a windfall. The Act should lead to increased capita l
spending, which was already growing thanks to a lower U.S. dollar and improved
overseas economies . Of course, some of the tax benefit will flow to

shareholders. We also expect many companies will be forced to pay higher
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wages (in a tight labor market) and still others will use the savings to compete
more aggressively on price.
Over the intermed iate term, we have concerns about rising globa l trade tensions
and the growing potential for a spike in inflation and interest rates which could
choke off accelerating GOP growth. Longer-term , the Jobs Act could blow a hole
through the deficit and eventually stunt growth .
Shifting to individual securities , Ametek , Caterpillar and homebuilder NVH
contributed positively to performance . Ametek makes precision measurement
instruments, connectors and electric motors for diverse end markets. The
company suffered through an industrial recession for two years before business
rebounded last year due to a pickup in global growth and a sinking dollar.
Shareholders were richly rewarded by this turn as the stock jumped in the fourth
quarter and for the full year . Ametek's operating momentum accelerated over
the summer with high single digit organic revenue and order growth .
Ametek 's highly engine ered products require proprietary technology. It has
dominant positions in niche markets where it competes against smaller players .
With differentiated products and a strong competitive position , the company is
able to command very high profit margins. Ametek also throws off significant
free cash flow , most of whic h has been used to fund a highly successful
acquisition program .
Caterpillar's stock surged in the quarter and had a phenomenal run in 2017 . This
was the first year of an upcycle for the company which followed the longest
downturn in its history. Cat used this challenging period to remove structural
costs and slash its manufacturing footprint while maintaining a high level of
spending on product innovation. These actions bore fruit as Cat's earnings in
2017 will nearly double.
We applaud the strategies outlined by new CEO Jim Umpleby who assumed this
position at the beginning of 2017. Under Umpleby the company will focus on
improving its capital deployment process , allocating more capital to high growth ,
high return businesses while cutting back on investments that generate subpar
profitability . The equipment maker will also emphasize less cyclical service
offerings . Finally , Cat does not plan to add much capacity this cycle, which
should allow it to generate much better free cash flow and improved returns.
NVR was one of our best performing holdings in the period , capping a
spectacular year in which the stock more than doubled . The move up was
powered by the continuation of strong housing fundamentals , robust quarterly
operating results and the passage of tax reform , which will substantially increase
NVR's earnings. The homeb uilder's asset light business model is particularly
attractive . It owns little land outright , securing lots through options. This model
enables NVR to produce handsome returns and impressive free cash flow .

AIG, can producer Crown Holdings and General Electric detracted from
performance. AIG's stock fell after the insurer took a sizeable reserve charge in
the third quarter to reflect the emergence of higher than expected losses in
certain of its Commercial lines. This news was disappointing since AIG had
already sustained many years of significant adverse loss development, including
a very large reserve charge in the fourth quarter of 2016. Investors mistakenly
thought that this charge had "cleared the decks," so that AIG would no longer
need to book material reserve increases.
Though further reserve shortfalls are possible , we are optimistic that, over time ,
AIG can reverse its poor underwriting track record . New CEO Brian Duperreault
created significant shareholder value as former head of insurance companies
Ace Limited and Marsh & McLennan. Importantly, he has a strong background in
underwriting and is highly focused on improving this process at AIG. He has
brought in a wealth of prove n underwriting talent including a new Chief
Underwriting Officer.
Crown Holding's stock dropped due to concerns that new beverage can capacity
coming online in Europe and Brazil will create oversupply and put pressure on
can prices . We believe the additions will not materially hurt Crown since the
capacity will be added in regions of Europe where Crown does not compe te.
Further, Brazil's beverage market is growing nicely and should be able to absorb
a modest increase in production.
The stock also reacted unfavorably to Crown's agreement to buy Signode .
Signode makes packag ing systems and solutions used to protect goods during
the manufacturing process and while in transit. Its business requires minimal
capital, resulting in a combination that should be nicely accretive to Crown's free
cash flow and earnings. However, we do not like the acquisition since Crown will
become highly leveraged after financing the transaction with debt. In addition,
Signode is much more cyclical than Crown . Prior to its ownership by a private
equity concern, Signode had a checkered history as a division of Illinois Tool
Works. We think we have time to watch and wait prior to any selling since an
acceleration in global growt h is underway .
GE was easily our worst stock . We were aware of the risk that incoming CEO
John Flannery could "reset" earnings guidance below Street consensus
estimates . However, the magnitude of this reset was far worse than we
anticipated with GE slashing 2018 profit projections in half. The main driver of
the huge downward revision was the horrendous performance of the Power
segment, where results were woefully short of management's prior targets.
Flannery has installed new leadership in Power but there is no quick fix for this
segment.

In the wake of this disappointing news we trimmed our GE holding . We
maintained a one percent equity weight in the name , balancing the daunting
near-term challenges against the potential long-term value that could be created
if management can successfully execute a turnaround . GE still owns good
businesses with enviable competit ive positions and leading technologies but
these businesses have not always been well-manage d. As a result, there is an
opportunity to significantly increase the company 's profitability through cost
reduction , improved operating rigor, better capital allocation and enhan ced free
cash flow generation .
During the quarter we added to our positions in Caci International, Carlisle
Companies and oil producer Hess. Caci provides information services and
solutions to federal defense customers . We started a small position last April
(see our April 2017 client letter) and bought more on a pullback. Caci's earnings
will benefit greatly from the much lower tax rate it will pay under the Jobs Act.
Carlisle Companies is a well-managed diversified industrial which will also enjoy
a nice bump in earnings under the new legislation. Neither stock 's valuation
appeared to fully reflect the positive impact of tax reform .
We sold our position in oil and gas producer Apache and used the proceeds to
buy more Hess. We thought Hess was the better idea and the sale of Apache
provided a tax loss for the benefit of clients with taxable accounts . Hess owns
some attractive assets with strong growth potential but the real sizzle to the story
is the company's Guyana exploration . Guyana is a transformative , massive
discovery with world class economics. When it comes online in 2020 , Guyana
should be one of the lowest cost oil plays in the world and produce exceptional
free cash flow for the company.
Hess has outperformed Apache since our swap , helped by higher oil prices and
another major find in Guyana . In addition , an activist investor subm itted
proposals calling for the Board to take sweeping new steps designed to create
shareholder value. These proposals included ousting John Hess as CEO and
selling the entire compa ny, and we support these changes .
Please feel free to contact us with any quest ions or concerns.
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